


/the  search for perfection 

THE RESEARCH OF z.one CONCEPT™ LABORATORIES HAS 
FORMULATED AN INNOVATIVE SYSTEM TO OBTAIN SOFT AND 
STRAIGHT HAIR AFTER JUST ONE APPLICATION. THE LONG-LASTING 
EFFECT THAT YOU’VE ALWAYS DESIRED.

NO INHIBITION SMOOTHING Line is an anti-frizz treatment system that acts thanks to a 
combination of passion fruit oil and keratin. The product penetrates the hair and guarantees 
long-lasting results.

NO INHIBITION SMOOTHING treatment is suitable for every hair type, both natural and treated, 
which grants a perfect result even on very damaged hair.

NO INHIBITION SMOOTHING Line formulation is FORMALDEHYDE- AND DERIVATE FREE. 
The shampoo is salt and paraben free.

/alchemy
EVERY PRODUCT CONTAINS THE REPAIRING STRENGTH OF 
ORGANIC PASSION FRUIT OIL.

Maracuja or passion fruit is a plant native to South America. It is a real concentrate of energy because 
it is rich in sugars, vitamins A, B, C and E, mineral salts, such as iron, phosphorus and above all 
potassium, and it also has anti-oxidant properties.
The passion fruit seeds oil’s composition is rich in fat acids and contains omega-6.

It helps restructure the hair, making it soft, hydrated and silkier.



STEP  1 

. Wash skin and hair carefully with SMOOTHING PREPARING SHAMPOO, keratin 
pre-treatment alkaline shampoo.

. Rinse well and towel-dry the hair to eliminate damp.

START &  
CLEANSING

STEP  2 

. Blow-dry the hair completely.

. Part the hair into 4 sections.

BLOW-DRYING

STEP  3 

. Wear gloves before starting the treatment.

. Part the hair into sections of 1 to 2 cm, according to hair structure, starting from the nape.

. Shake the bottle well and pour the FILLER, keratin professional anti-frizz intensive 
treatment, in a non-metallic bowl. 
. 
comb well, distributing the product homogeneously onto the whole section.
. For excellent results, do not apply an excessive quantity of product. In this way, the 
hair does not look greasy and thick and blow-dryer and straightening iron can be used 
more easily.

APPLICATION OF 
SMOOTHING FILLER

STEP  4 

. Cover the hair with a plastic cap and leave on for 20 minutes; if the hair is very strong 
or non-chemically treated, processing time can be up to 30 minutes.

. After processing time, take off the cap and comb the hair, to check that the product 
is distributed homogeneously.

PROCESSING TIME



STEP  5 

. Apply MARACUJA PROTECTIVE OIL, passion fruit protective oil for all hair types.

. 
make sure that the hair is completely dry.

BLOW-DRYING

BEFORE AFTER

SUGGESTIONS FOR MAINTAINING THE TREATMENT
For a longer-lasting effect of NO INHIBITION treatment, it is advisable to maintain it at home with 
RE-FILLER SHAMPOO, anti-frizz treatment maintainer shampoo, 
and REFILLERILLER CONDITIONER,  anti-frizz treatment maintainer conditioner.
Furthermore, use MARACUJA PROTEROTEROTECTIVE OIL to make the hair softer and silkier, and FINAL 
PROTEROTEROTE CTORTOR to shield it during ironing.

STEP  6 

 

 

 

FLAT IRONING  
  

 

. Part the hair in 3 or 4 sections with a comb.

. Switch on the iron and wait until it reaches the required temperature, according
to hair type.
. For natural hair, set the iron in 355/390 F fange, for chemically treated hair, set 
the iron in 320/355 F range.
. Use FINAL PROTECTOR before ironing.
. Iron hair sections of 1.2” from roots to ends, starting from the nape area. Iron 
every section 3-4 times.
. Finish off combing the hair.
. After the treatment, it is advisable to avoid washing the hair 
for the next 72 hours.
. If the hair gets wet, blow-dry it and iron it at a low temperature.



/ smoothing  suggestions
UNCONVENTIONAL, COMPROMISE-FREE THOUGHT, ELEGANT AND 
INDIVIDUALIST BEARING.
NO INHIBITION embodies the bold pleasure of always looking for excellence and accurate 
details. Eccentric perception combined with simplicity breeds elegance.

TECHNOLOGICAL ELEMENTS AND ORGANIC INGREDIENTS.
The perfect solution that represents the alchemy of the acquired progress with the primordial 
matter. A successful concentration of active principles, together with the secret of natural resources 
that become science.

THE PURE POWER OF NATURAL TREASURES AND 
THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS.
Selected active principles enriched with a precious element. A selection of exclusive, patented and 
extremely high-quality ingredients. 

IT REPRESENTS A DEEP, IMPORTANT CHANGE.
Organic products that create a combination between the ethical commitment towards the environ-
ment and the sensitivity of the consumers, together with the ingredients that respect as much as 
possible the source of origin.
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PREPARING SHAMPOO
Keratin pre-treatment

alkaline shampoo

A cleansing agent that frees the hair from styling 
products residuals and chlorine. It cleanses deeply and 
gently, keeping hair hydration balanced. The keratin with 
low-molecular weight that is contained in the product 
penetrates the hair shaft through its open cuticles and 
restructures the internal hair tructure. In this way, the 
hair is ready for the SMOOTHING FILLER treatment.

Suggestions of use: apply on wet hair. Massage gently, then rinse. 
Repeat if necessary.

FILLER
Keratin professional anti-frizz

intensive treatment

It is made of a combination of silicones and keratin with 
high and low molecular weight. Silicones make the 
straightening treatment easier, while keratins and passion
fruit oil bind to the hair, nourishing and restructuring it 
internally and externally, for long-lasting smoothness.
It gives extreme softness and shine, eliminates excessive 
volume and the frizzy effect, protecting the hair from 
humidity. A treatment that lasts for weeks.

Suggestions of use: see technical sheet.

500 ml

RE-FILLER SHAMPOO
Anti-frizz treatment
maintainer shampoo

It cleanses the hair gently, thanks to its sulphate, salts and 
parabens free formulation. Nourishes and instantly 
maintains the hair that has been professionally treated 
with smoothing FILLER , thanks to the action of keratin 
and passion fruit oil. Hydrates, conditions and eliminates 
the frizzy effect immediately, leaving hair extremely soft 
and bright and preserving color integrity.

Suggestions of use: distribute the product on wet hair and massage. 
Rinse. Repeat if necessary.

RE-FILLER CONDITIONER
Anti-frizz treatment

maintainer conditioner

the frizzy effect from every hair type. Keratin and 
passion fruit oil close the cuticles and add softness, 
brightness and comb-ability, preserving color integrity.

Suggestions of use: distribute on clean, damp hair and massage. 
Leave on for 3 to 5 minutes, comb and rinse.

MARACUJA PROT ECTIVE OIL
Protective Maracuja oil

for all hair types

Its unique formulation with passion fruit oil conditions 
and protects the hair immediately, giving it a healthy look 
and making it soft, voluminous and incredibly shiny.

Suggestions of use: apply on towel dried hair,
massage, then proceed with the desired styling.

FINAL PROT ECTOR
Protective spray
for all hair types

It protects from the heat produced by straightening 
irons and adds radiant shine. Its unique formulation 
with passion fruit oil conditions the hair, leaving it silky 
and shiny.
Suggestions of use: spray on dry hair at a distance of around 20 cm, 
then straighten the hair.


